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The BESIII Experiment at the Beijing Electron Positron Collider (BEPCII) has accumulated the
world’s largest samples of e+e− collisions in the tau-charm region. Based on the samples taken at
Ψ(3770) peak and at the Λ+

c Λ−c mass threshold of 4.599 GeV, we can study the charmed hadron
decays in a uniquely clean environment. In this report, I will review few of the recent results on
the D and Λc decays.
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The analyses presented in this report are based on two data samples collected by the BESIII de-
tector [1] installed at the double-ring BEPCII collider (IHEP, Beijng, P.R.C). The first one, used for
the D-mesons decay analyses, is the largest e+e annihilation sample in the world to date, 2.92 f b1,
at the 3.773 GeV center-of-mass energy, where e+e→ Ψ(3770)→ DD is mainly produced. The
second sample, that is used for the Λ+

c decays, is the unique and largest, 0.5 f b1, at the center-
of-mass energy of 4.599 GeV which is the Λ+

c Λ−c mass threshold. In both cases the “tagging”
technique can be exploited because both the D and the Λ+

c are produced in pairs. As an example,
once a D-meson (tagged) hadronic decay has been fully reconstructed in an event, the existence of
the other D decay (signal) in the same event is guaranteed. In the following charge conjugation is
implied.

1. D-mesons purely leptonic decay

In the Standard Model (SM) the rate of the D+→ µ+νµ decay, via a virtual W -boson, can be

parametrized by the D+ decay constant fD+ as Γ(D+→ µ+νµ) = G2
F

8π
f 2
D+ |Vcd |2m2

l mD+(1− m2
l

m2
D+

)2

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, |Vcd | is the quark mixing matrix element, ml and m+
D are

the lepton and D+ masses. The measurement of the branching ratio allows to determine the fD+ |Vcd |
product. To investigate this channel a singly tagged D meson is reconstructed by 9 hadronic de-
cays. The results of fitting to the beam-energy-constrained mass (MBC ) spectra are shown in figure
1 on the left. The total yield of singly tagged D mesons is (170.31 ± 0.34) × 104. The µ+ is
searched in the remaining tracks. On the right of figure 1 the squared missing mass distribution for
the selected events is shown with the background simulations. From the 409.0±21.2±2.3 signal
events, a branching fraction of (3.71± 0.19stat.± 0.06sys.)×10−4 is found. Using the measured
B(D+ → µ+νµ ) and the quark mixing matrix element |Vcd | from SM constraint fit [4] the D+

decay constant f D+
value is determined to be (203.2± 5.3stat.± 1.8sys. MeV). The measured B

and f D+
are consistent within errors with previous results [3], but with the best precision.

Until now the quark mixing matrix element |Vcd | has been measured using the D-meson semilep-
tonic decays or measuring charm production cross section in νν interactions reaching the best

Figure 1: Fit results of MBC spectra from singly tagged D− candidates on the left and squared missing mass
distribution for the signal candidates on the right. In all the plots the red vertical lines identify the signal
region.
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precision of 4.8% [4]. The high precision of recent Lattice QCD (LQCD) calculation of f D+
[5]

combined with the measured B(D+→ µ+νµ ), allows to determine |Vcd | with a result of (0.2210±
0.058stat.±0.047sys.), reaching the best precision in the world. For more details about this anal-
ysis refer to [2].

2. D0-mesons semi-leptonic decays

The differential decay rate of D0→K−(π−)e+ν can be written as dΓ

dq2 = G2
F |Vcs(d)|2

24π3 p3| f K(π)
+ (q2)|2

where p is the kaon (pion) momentum in the D0 rest frame, while f K(π)
+ (q2) is the form factor of

hadronic weak current and q is the four momentum transfer q = PD−PK(π). In this analysis the
singly tagged D0 mesons are reconstructed using 5 hadronic decays. Fitting MBC spectra (279.33±
0.37)×104 singly tagged D0 mesons are found. The signal candidates are searched by reconstruct-
ing two opposite charged tracks left in the event and Umiss = Emiss− pmiss is used to select signal
events, obtaining 70727± 278 and 6297± 87 signal events for the K and π channel, respectively.
The measured branching fraction are B(D0→ K−e+νe) = (3.505±0.014stat.±0.033sys.)% and
B(D0 → π−e+νe) = (0.295± 0.004stat.± 0.003sys.)%, consistent within errors with previous
measurements [7], but with the best precision. Fitting the partial widths with different parametriza-
tions the values of | f K(π)

+ (0)| |Vcs(d) | are extracted. Using the precise |Vcs(d) | from the SM constraint

fit [4] we can obtain the form factors | f K(π)
+ (0)| to check LQCD calculations whose precision is

largely increasing. In figure 2 the comparison of the measured form factors with the LQCD calcu-
lations [8] is shown. For more details about this analysis refer to [6].

Figure 2: Comparison of the measured form factor, represented by the squares with error bars, as a function
of q2 with the LQCD calculation [8] for D0 → π e+νe on the left and D0 → Ke+νe on the right. The
couloured bands represent the error bands of the theoretical calculation, that is the solid line.

3. Λ+
c hadronic decays

Most of the Λ+
c decay rates have been experimentally determine referred to the channel

Λ+
c → pK−π+. The measured branching fraction (BF) of that channel has suffered large

uncertainty due to inclusive model assumption until the recent Belle [10] measurement, that
improved by a factor of 5 the precision. Cabibbo-favored (CF) hadronic BFs have still poor
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precisions. Based on our unique data sample at 4.599 GeV, we measured simultaneously the
absolute BFs of 12 CF hadronic decays [9] for the first time with a model-independent method at
Λ+

c Λ−c production threshold by means of the double-tag technique. The results are reported in
table 1 with the PDG [4] values for comparison. For BESIII results the first errors are statistical,
the second are systematic which combined errors from external input BFs of the intermediate
decays. Our result of B(Λc→ pKπ+) is consistent with the PDG value but lower with a
significance of about 2 σ than the B = (6.84±0.24+0.21

−0.27)% measured by Belle[10]. For the other
modes the precision is incresead from 3 to 6 times.

Mode B(%) PDG (%) Mode B(%) PDG (%)
pK0

S 1.52±0.08±0.03 1.15±0.30 pKπ+ 5.84±0.27±0.23 5.0±1.3
Mode B(%) PDG (%) Mode B(%) PDG (%)
pK0

S π0 1.87±0.13±0.05 1.65±0.50 pK0
S π+π 1.53±0.11±0.09 1.30±0.35

Mode B(%) PDG (%) Mode B(%) PDG (%)
pKπ+π0 4.53±0.23±0.30 3.4±1.0 Λπ+ 1.24±0.07±0.03 1.07±0.28

Mode B(%) PDG (%) Mode B(%) PDG (%)
Λπ+π0 7.01±0.37±0.19 3.6±1.3 Λπ+π π+ 3.81±0.24±0.18 2.6±0.7
Mode B(%) PDG (%) Mode B(%) PDG (%)
Σ0π+ 1.27±0.08±0.03 1.05±0.28 Σ+π0 1.18±0.10±0.03 1.00±0.34
Mode B(%) PDG (%) Mode B(%) PDG (%)

Σ+π+π 4.25±0.24±0.20 3.6±1.0 Σ+ω 1.56±0.20±0.07 2.7±1.0

Table 1: In this table the branching fractions obtained in the BESIII analysis are compared to the PDG
values [4].
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